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Professor Charles W. Mentkowski was a long-time member of the
National Sports Law Institute's Board of Advisors, its first and longest serving
Chairperson, and a member of the Marquette University Law School faculty
from 1967 to 2006. Professor Mentkowski died on September 22, 2006. This
issue of the Marquette Sports Law Review, particularly as it includes the
National Sports Law Institute Board of Advisor's Symposium, is dedicated to
his memory. The memorial begins with information from the program for the
September 26, 1996 tribute dinner held in honor of Charles W. Mentkowski's
retirement from the Marquette University Law School. The eulogy given at
his mass of Christian Burial then follows, along with several tributes to
Professor Charles Mentkowski.
A MAN OF INTEGRITY
A LIFETIME OF CONTRIBUTION
Growing Up
Charles Wallace Mentkowski was born to Bernard and Helen Stelmar
Mentkowski - who later changed their name to Wallace for businessman
Barney's early vaudeville career. Charles graduated from Forest Home
Avenue Elementary, and South Division High School in 1940. He received
the city-wide Barrett award for civic-mindedness and the "W" Award from the
University of Wisconsin - Madison for scholarship and athletics. He enrolled
at UW, but chose to attend Marquette.
Serving Uncle Sam
Volunteering in 1942, Charles served as Second Lieutenant in the United
States Army Air Corps during World War II. He was wounded when his plane
was shot down over the Gulf of Mexico by friendly fire. After the war,
Charles returned to Marquette in business administration, graduating from the
Law School in 1948.
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Civic-Minded Lawyering
For nineteen years, Charles was a solo practitioner or partner in his own
law firm, emphasizing trial, probate, business, and juvenile law, and serving as
Court Commissioner. Married to Ann Collins, he was active in various church
activities while their children were growing up. As scoutmaster and baseball
coach, he received the St. George Award in 1966 for serving the Boy Scouts
of America. When a son was born with a hearing impairment, he helped
organize The Wisconsin Association for Children with Learning Disabilities -
he received its President's Award in 1976. After Ann's death, Charles
married Marcia. He lived in Milwaukee in the house he built in 1953. His
four children - all married - and seven grandchildren live in the Milwaukee
area and California. He served on the St. Camillus Health Center Ethics
Committee, as an assessor for Alverno College students, and the South
Division Alumni Association. UNICO, a national service organization,
recognized Charles in 1992 for his service and dedication to Milwaukee youth.
Connecting Politics and the Profession
Active in state and local politics, Charles campaigned for Children's Court
Judge in 1961. He lost the close election, but was noted by political leaders.
Mayor Henry Maier appointed Charles to the Milwaukee Library Board. Gov.
Gaylord Nelson and Gov. John W. Reynolds both appointed Charles to the
Wisconsin Judicial Council, where he worked on research and law reform in
civil and probate procedure, and judicial administration. Captivated by the
1966 Supreme Court Law ensuring children's rights, he lectured state-wide for
Wisconsin's Department of Health and Social Services on the new
responsibilities for lawyers and judges.
Joining Marquette Law School
Charles met Robert Boden on the Judicial Council. When Bob became
Dean at Marquette, he enticed Charles from a flourishing practice to join the
Law School faculty in 1967 as Associate Professor and Assistant Dean - with
appointment to Associate Dean in 1968, tenure in 1969, and Professor in 1973.
Dean Mentkowski took up the task of expanding the role of the school as one
that served the local community and the state. He recruited and introduced
students to the Law School, counseled them through their studies, developed
support systems and clinical programs, and broadened the diversity of the
student body to include women and minorities. He relied on his local and state
connections to see to students' placement and to further their professional and
pro bono contributions as alumni. Conscious of the role of the Law School in
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the community, he directed continuing legal education, co-initiated Project
Outreach - a student-run organization that introduces high school students to
law and the courts - moderated Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity, and co-
initiated MU's Law Enforcement Associate Degree Program.
Law School Administration
Associate Dean for twenty years, Charles directed, chaired, or worked on
nearly every aspect of the Law School at one time or another, including
curriculum, admissions, faculty and staff recruitment, budgeting, and
accreditation. Chair of the Building Committee in the early 1980s, he oversaw
the physical expansion of the law school to its present size. He served on
University-wide committees to ensure the welfare of the Law School faculty
and students, and became a lifetime member of the President's Council. Dean
Mentkowski supported the Law Alumni Association and was a charter
member of the Woolsack Society. In 1996, Charles received the Spirit of the
Law School award.
Teaching the Law and Serving the Bar
Since 1967, Professor Mentkowski taught family and juvenile law, and
supervised internships. His first publication on juvenile law appeared in Legal
Counseling for the Indigent (1968). In 1971 he wrote Juvenile Justice, widely
requested and revised annually. During 1995, as Legislative Chair of Children
and the Law, he commented on all pending legislation concerning the juvenile
code as it was revised and passed by the Wisconsin Legislature. Charles
served with lawyers on professional activities - chairing the Family Law
Section for Wisconsin's State Bar, becoming first vice-chair of Children and
the Law, and working on various committees on postgraduate education and
admission to the Bar. A ten-year member of the State Bar's Board of
Governors, he vice-chaired a Supreme Court committee to review the bar
itself. He served Wisconsin's State Senate on a group that revised
Wisconsin's Child Abuse Law. Charles lectured extensively to lawyers, law
enforcement officers, and lay groups and wrote articles on juvenile law.
Nationally, he served on legal education committees for the American
Association of Law Schools, the American Association of Continuing Legal
Education Administrators, and the Children's Rights Committee for the
American Bar Association. An ABA Fellow, he was elected to the prestigious
American Law Institute in 1986.
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Law and Law Enforcement - Milwaukee
In 1968, Mayor Maier appointed Charles as Chair of Milwaukee's Fire
and Police Commission. Throughout a decade of service during a turbulent
time in the City's history, Charles supported new recruitment and assessment
strategies that opened the police and fire departments to more diverse
individuals. He served on local police science and offender rehabilitation
advisory boards, and was named Man of the Year by the Foremost Civic
Association in 1970. In 1978, he was commended by Milwaukee's Common
Council.
Law and Civil Rights - United States Department of Justice
In 1971, Charles was appointed by the US Attorney General to chair a
national Center for Criminal Justice at Marquette University to encourage the
hiring of minorities and women in law enforcement. Funded by the US
Department of Justice until 1979, Charles headed a staff and team of twenty
nationally known consultants from law enforcement, higher education, public
personnel, and community groups - including Lee Brown, later police
commissioner of New York City, and the late Ron Brown, Secretary of
Commerce for President Bill Clinton. Charles worked with law enforcement
agencies in over 300 cities from Minneapolis to New Orleans, New York to
Los Angeles. In 1971, the Wisconsin Legislature cited his efforts to foster
justice in law enforcement across the country.
Law and Judicial Education
Charles taught judicial seminars from New York to Hawaii for the
National Judicial College and the National Juvenile Judges College at the
University of Nevada, Reno during the 70s and 80s.
Sports, Ethics, and Scholarship - MU National Sports Law Institute
Charles was part of the team that developed the National Sports Law
Institute at the Law School, reflecting a life-time interest in joining athletics
and academics that was developed in high school and reinforced by service on
MU's Athletic Board. Since the Institute's inception in 1989 and until 2000,
Charles served as Chairman of the Board of Advisors of the Institute,
contributing to goal-setting, fund-raising, and advising the Marquette Sports
Law Journal.
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EULOGY FOR CHARLES W. MENTKOWSKI
Delivered at the Mass of Christian Burial
Gesu Church, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, September 27, 2006
When I came to Marquette University Law School in 1997, it was not as
dean, but as an Assistant Professor of Law. I had no substantial connection to
the institution, no claim on the affection of any of its particularly longstanding
members. This was one year after Charles W. Mentkowski, whom we mourn
but also celebrate this evening, had retired from active service on the faculty
and had been appointed Professor Emeritus.
How easy it would have been for Chuck to pay no attention to me! And
how wrong I would have been to expect that. In his interactions with me (for
Chuck continued to come to the Law School on an almost-daily basis), I found
him to be unfailingly gracious, long before I became dean. For a while I
thought that perhaps it was our common status as South Siders-I from
Chicago, he from Milwaukee. For if you knew one biographical fact about
Chuck besides his connection to Marquette Law School, it was almost
certainly his affiliation with South Division High School, from which he
graduated in 1940.
The reality, of course, was that my embrace of his law school was a
sufficient connection for Chuck to be gracious to me even when I was a
newcomer-just as it has been for the other emeriti professors, James D.
Ghiardi and Ramon A. Klitzke, who have so enriched the Law School even
during my time. For make no mistake with regard to Chuck: with no
disrespect to South Division, Marquette University Law School was Chuck's
passion. He was a graduate of Marquette University Law School, a member of
the great Class of 1948, which consisted in large part of individuals such as
Chuck who, having fought for our country in World War II, never lost the
habit of public service. Even so, they had more reason than almost any other
generation to get on with their lives.
In Chuck's case, it was quite a life-marriage to the former Ann Collins
(and some time after her death too young, to Marcia), the common venture of
helping to raise four children (Tim, Jim, Tom, and SaraLee), and the pursuit of
an active law practice in Milwaukee. One would have thought this to be
sufficient to fill a day, but Chuck was a doer. Court commissioner,
scoutmaster, baseball coach, organizer of the Wisconsin Association for
Children with Learning Disabilities, member of the Library Board-I could
continue listing contribution after contribution.
Instead, I want to pause to note one in particular: member of the Judicial
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Council in the early 1960s. This is significant in its own right, as it reflects
Chuck's desire not simply to tend to his own practice but to improve the
institutions that compose the legal system. But it would prove significant also
for his alma mater, for it is on the Judicial Council that Chuck met Robert F.
Boden, soon to be Dean of Marquette University Law School-Chuck's law
school. And out of that grew a whole other career for Chuck.
It is simply not possible to encapsulate in a few short minutes the 30 years
that followed. One could talk about Chuck's role as a professor at the Law
School, both in the classroom and without. For he was an active teacher and
student of family law and juvenile law. One could discuss his role in
administration, first briefly as Assistant Dean and then as Associate Dean for a
remarkable twenty years, working with not only Dean Boden but his
successor, Dean Frank C. DeGuire. But these basic biographical facts seem so
dry, so general, so uninspiring.
How much better to recall the comments of some of his former students,
made, happily, during Chuck's lifetime, when he retired from the active
faculty and was appointed Professor Emeritus in 1996. There was the student
(now a judge) who, unable to make an event noting the occasion, wrote, "I do
not exaggerate to say that Dean Mentkowski was the person who kept me in
law school and helped me through the loss of my parents-I can never thank
him enough." There was the student (also now a judge) who wrote of having
grown up in the Jim Crow South, of suffering a personal crisis during her third
year of law school, and of Chuck's providing to her essential encouragement,
support, and assistance. There was the student who made clear that she never
would have even started law school but for Chuck's four years of
encouragement, helping her to survive among other things what she termed
"three battles with the LSAT." And there were many others as well.
And throughout this time Chuck served not only Marquette Law School
and its students. He served the larger society as well. He served by mayoral
appointment as the Chair of the Police and Fire Commission, during critical
times in the late 1960s and the 1970s when Milwaukee was seeking to
diversify its police force. He served by appointment of the Attorney General
of the United States as director of a national program to foster the hiring of
women and minorities in law enforcement. He taught at the National Judicial
College in Reno, Nevada. And he was scarcely neglecting his duties to
Marquette. In fact, even after stepping down as Associate Dean in 1989,
Chuck was one of the leading forces behind the creation of the National Sports
Law Institute at Marquette Law School. None of this was a solo venture:
Among the many gifts that Chuck brought to the Law School and to the
Wisconsin legal community, the gracious wisdom of Marcia surely ranks quite
high.
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I should like to be able to connect all of these various activities-those of
student, husband, parent, coach, scoutmaster, teacher, administrator, public
servant, and mentor-and weave them together to demonstrate a sort of
seamless web. If I spoke long, it would be a highly imperfect exposition. But
nonetheless I can make the connection in only a few words: Chuck was a
Marquette lawyer.
And it is in Chuck's civic role where we see this most. It can be a
remarkably important aspect of the role of the Marquette lawyer. I have had
even recent occasion to note this. As dean, I have fallen into the practice of
writing a letter to students every semester, welcoming them to the school (or,
for most of them, back to it). When I wrote to law students last month
(addressing each of them simply as "future Marquette lawyer"), I concluded
by noting-and asking them to note-the Law School's role as a premier civic
institution. More specifically, I urged them, "as future leaders of the civil
society-that is, as future Marquette lawyers-to keep one eye on this even
while you are in school and accordingly to direct some of your discretionary
activities in such a way that you are prepared for civic leadership." Chuck
Mentkowski was prepared, and he thereupon led.
In this regard, he emulated one of his heroes, Abraham Lincoln. There
rests tonight, on top of Chuck's casket (but not to be buried with him), a copy
of Carl Sandburg's famous book about Lincoln that Chuck won as prize for a
citizenship award in high school (there's South Division again). Lincoln was
devoted to our institutions-most notably, of course, our greatest civic
institution, the United States of America itself, but also to other institutions,
including the bar. We here today, not only at Marquette but in Milwaukee, are
grateful for Chuck's work during his eighty-four years to better our
institutions. We thank his family for sharing him with us. We will maintain
his memory.
Joseph D. Kearney
Dean and Professor of Law
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TRIBUTES
The following tributes are from members of the National Sports Law
Institute's Board of Advisors, alumni, and Marquette University Law School
faculty members in honor of Professor Charles W. Mentkowski.
CHARLES MENTKOWSKI: AN EXAMPLE OF LEADERSHIP
As a student interested in sports law in the early 1990s I met Professor
Mentkowski early on in my law school career. At that time, the Institute
offices were six blocks from the Law School so it was hard to understand the
connection between the School and the Institute where I started to work. I
soon learned that our connection to the Law School was Professor
Mentkowski. When I became Editor-in-Chief of the Marquette Sports Law
Journal I was able to interact with Professor Mentkowski even more as he
served as our faculty advisor. As an advisor he was always willing to listen
and consistently supported the decisions I made. In my role today supervising
the Sports Law Review I hope to live up to Professor Mentkowski's example.
After Law School I moved to California for a little while. I returned one
fall to receive an award and Professor Mentkowski was there to welcome me.
When I returned to Milwaukee and began to work full time for the Institute
Professor Mentkowski was there again to offer support and guidance and to
welcome me back. It was a great honor that I returned in time to help put
together the tribute dinner the Institute held for him upon his retirement. I still
remember my awe in seeing the many people whom he had impacted in so
many positive ways. Of course Chuck (and it took me some time to be able to
call him Chuck) was humble, funny and profound as he accepted praise from
so many.
Over the years, as we moved the Institute into the Law School and
expanded our Sports Law Program, Chuck would stop in periodically to
simply say hello and offer what came to be a sort of periodic affirmation. As
we started to communicate primarily by email many of his comments were
requests to stop emailing him and go back to regular paper like a normal
person, but even these were tempered with a wit that always made me laugh.
I will miss Chuck's periodic visits and running into him in the hallway,
always impeccably dressed and ready with a friendly hello. I will never forget
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his example of tireless dedication and constant support, or his ability to bring
humor into any situation.
It is an honor that as Chair of the Sports Law Alumni Association I will
have the pleasure next spring of introducing our newly renamed Sports Law
Alumnus of the Year Award as the Charles W. Mentkowski Award. In this
small way we can continue to honor Chuck's legacy for years to come.
Paul M. Anderson (L'95)
Adjunct Associate Professor of Law and
Associate Director, National Sports Law Institute
MENTKOWSKI MEMORIAL
The National Sports Law Institute owes much to the late Professor
Emeritus Charles Mentkowski for his efforts in connection with the formation
of the Institute and guidance over the succeeding years. When Marty
Greenberg and I made the proposal to the Law Faculty to establish the Sports
Law Program and Institute, we were met by many comments that the proposal
was not sufficiently "academic." Chuck Mentkowski undertook convincing
faculty members that sports law was indeed an academic program and that
many highly qualified students from across the country would be attracted to
the Law School to participate.
As they say, the rest of the story is now history. The National Sports Law
Institute has achieved international recognition and plays an important role in
the life of Marquette University Law School. The early efforts and continued
interest of Charles Mentkowski will be long remembered
Frank C. DeGuire (L'60)
Dean Emeritus of Law
A TRIBUTE TO PROFESSOR CHUCK MENTKOWSKI
I chose to attend Marquette University mainly due to the institution's
strong spiritual, social and educational values. Professor Chuck Mentkowski
epitomized those high values and what it truly meant to be a Marquette
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lawyer. In that regard, I am so very fortunate to have known and worked with
him.
Professor Mentkowski enriched the lives of all those who he came in
contact with. In my particular case, Chuck always found the time to provide
me with the right amount of direction and encouragement when I sought his
advice. He was a very good soul!
The National Sports Law Institute and Marquette's Sports Law Programs
are highly regarded today due, in no small part, to Professor Mentkowski's
great vision and dedication. Thank you for blazing a noble trail that has
cleared the path for many generations of aspiring sports lawyers to enjoy and
extend. God Bless.
Shawn M. Eichorst (L'95)
Senior Associate Athletic Director
University of Wisconsin - Madison
DEAN CHARLES W. MENTKOWSKI: TEACHER AND FRIEND
Dean Charles W. Mentkowski was my teacher and my friend. I am deeply
saddened by his death. I first met Chuck in 1973 when he, as Associate Dean
of Marquette Law School, warmly welcomed me as a transfer student to
Marquette. Although I saw him often in the law school and he was my family
law professor, it was after graduation; through our thirty year professional
relationship and friendship that I truly got to know him.
I deeply admired Chuck for his dedication to the ideals of the "Marquette
Lawyer" particularly in his care for each person that he met. His career
exemplified public service and a commitment to working for justice. On a very
personal basis he loved reaching out to law students in need of encouragement
or care and always traveled the extra mile to make sure that they were
receiving what they required to be able to continue. Chuck never sought any
public recognition for his many kind acts done in the quiet of his office. Many
of our alumni will tell stories about how he was responsible for helping them
to successfully complete law school. He helped form Marquette lawyers by
showing our law students compassion and understanding when they most
needed it. In addition to his professional work, his love and commitment to his
children and Marcia was an example to all of us. He quietly but passionately
radiated the pride he felt for the members of his family and for the work that
they do.
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As my career took different twists and turns, he remained so very
supportive of my efforts to perform public service work. He always let me
know how proud he was that I was a Marquette law graduate. He helped me
see the interconnectedness of the work that I was doing and the law school's
mission to have its lawyers help transform the community. It is that
relationship of values and practicing law that guides all of my teaching at
Marquette today.
I loved to listen to his stories about his work in the community particularly
with the Milwaukee Fire and Police Commission. He served on that
Commission during very difficult times for the city. I have always admired
how, through that work, he demonstrated immense courage and commitment
to diversity and justice in the midst of challenging racial and political turmoil.
He truly made a difference by his willingness to stand up for what he believed
was right.
To the end of his life, Chuck and his beloved Marcia would attend almost
every Marquette Law School event. In every way that he could he continued to
support the mission of the school that he so loved. Marquette University
brands itself with the words "Excellence, Faith, Leadership and Service."
Dean Chuck Mentkowski embodied those words in all that he did and truly led
his life as a "Marquette lawyer." We will all miss him.
Janine Geske (L'75)
Distinguished Professor of Law
CHARLES MENTKOWSKI: FRIEND AND COLLEAGUE
Charles W. Mentkowski (Chuck) was a friend and colleague for many
years. I first met him in the late 1940s as a student in my classes. "Chuck"
was a WWII veteran, wounded during service, and one of the many veterans
who enrolled after the war.
We became close friends and colleagues after he joined the Law School
faculty in 1962 as Associate Dean (our first) and professor. In addition to
being a very good administrator, he became an expert and noted lecturer in the
areas of family and juvenile law.
His career was summed up in a 1996 tribute to him: "A man of Integrity
and a Lifetime of Contribution." He loved Milwaukee and Marquette
University Law School, and was a loyal alumnus of Marquette University.
His devotion to the students, staff, faculty and administration was complete
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and unbounded. He was a role model for all of us.
Listing his work, achievements and awards, for and from the State of
Wisconsin, the City of Milwaukee, the Legal Profession, and the Law School,
would require volumes. His dedication and endeavors for the Sports Law
Institute is merely one illustration of the impact he has had during his lifetime.
He was a loving, caring husband and father and will be sorely missed by
his wife and family. All of us will miss his humor, friendship, help and
concern. Hopefully, we will be sustained by the many fond memories that we
have because we knew him. A vast void has been created in our lives by his
untimely death, which will be unfulfilled for a long, long time.
James D. Ghiardi (L'42)
Professor Emeritus - Law
CHARLES W. MENTKOWSKI TRIBUTE
If integrity and wisdom were snowflakes, Charles W. Mentkowski would
be a blizzard.
Charles was the embodiment of Marquette University Law School, and the
American dream, due to his belief of extending opportunity to countless law
students and attorneys. To Charles, allowing people to succeed, and, at times,
fail, was key to his educational philosophy for he knew that both were
invaluable learning experiences.
In addition, Charles taught me the value of integrity, particularly when it
involved decision-making. He shared with me that decisions should be made
timely and decisively. Further, no matter what was decided one would enjoy
supporters and endure critics, which is part of life in where one could learn
and grow. While opinion should change over time, core values, such as
loyalty, fairness, and friendship should not.
In 1990, Charles extended an opportunity to me while working with him at
the National Sports Law Institute of Marquette University Law School. He
provided me with a unique employment opportunity to establish the NSLI and,
the Law School, as the premiere sports law education program in the world.
Along with Martin Greenberg, we achieved just that.
My seven years with the NSLI were a time when I grew from a Marquette
law student to one who could appreciate and embrace the values of a
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Marquette Lawyer. This transformation was due to the generous guidance and
unwavering support of Charles W. Mentkowski. While he has passed from
our daily existence, Charles' legacy remains with me, along with many others.
In the end, Charles helped me become a better man and a better lawyer and,
for this, I am eternally grateful.
James T. Gray (L'90)
Partner, Pierski & Gray, LLP
Assistant Professor, Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY
A TRIBUTE TO CHARLES MENTKOWSKI
Charles Mentkowski was an extraordinary man. His memory and
contributions to society will never be forgotten. His impact on my life was
great. The last time I saw Chuck was at a dinner on June 17, 2006. The next
day I wrote him the following note: "I want to thank you over and over again
for truly being a role model in my life. I am so grateful that Bronson
LaFollette sent me to Milwaukee and I made your acquaintance 40 years ago."
In my junior year at the University of Wisconsin (1966), I was awarded a
Carnegie grant to study political campaign financing under then Attorney
General Bronson LaFollette. As part of my duties, I was assigned as an intern
to his Milwaukee campaign manager, Attorney Charles Mentkowski, who had
offices on 16th and Greenfield. This is where the story begins.
During the summer of my internship, Professor Mentkowski was
appointed the Assistant Dean at Marquette University Law School under Dean
Robert Boden. I limited my law school choices to Wisconsin or Marquette
because my wife Beverly had a job teaching at Brookfield Central High
School. It was Professor Mentkowski's leadership that guided me to
Marquette, and Mentkowski gave Marty Greenberg a chance; that is, he helped
get me into law school.
During my law school years, Professor Mentkowski and I engaged in two
significant projects. Professor Mentkowski was appointed Chairman of the
Milwaukee Fire and Police Commission (1968). After his appointment, the
Milwaukee Police, with Chief Brier at the helm, were under great scrutiny and
criticism and civil disturbances rocked Milwaukee. I was appointed as a law
intern to work with the Fire and Police Commission under Arlene Kennedy
and Charles Mentkowski. My job was to create a police community relations
bus where police could go out into the community and promote the good
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things they did. Chuck Mentkowski helped usher in a new era of better
educated police officers and worked to insure that the Police Department was
as diverse as the community it served. Charles Mentkowski was dedicated to
improving the image of the police in our community and telling the story of
their achievements to the public.
Professor Mentkowski was also committed and dedicated to opening the
Law School to women, minorities, and people of less financial means. Project
Outreach was a program that attempted to promote diversity at Marquette by
extending an invitation to minority students in the community to attend
Marquette on Saturdays to learn about the law and the court system with the
hope that someday they would apply to and matriculate from Marquette. The
program was extraordinarily successful under Professor Mentkowski's
leadership.
I used the concepts of diversity that were instilled in me by Professor
Mentkowski in my attempts to broaden the interest and base at State Fair Park.
His public service at the Fire and Police Commission was an early example for
me that lawyers need to give back to the community, volunteer their time for
social causes and public purposes that benefit society, and look at the law as
more than an economic venture, but instead as a social vehicle.
I graduated from Marquette in 1971 and took my first job with Shea, Hoyt,
Greene, Randall & Meisner. In 1973 I was summoned to the law school by
Dean Robert Boden and Mentkowski. I was offered the opportunity to
become an assistant professor, teaching courses in real estate while still being
able to maintain my law practice. At first I declined, indicating that I had
minimal knowledge and experience in real estate and no experience in
teaching. But to my utter amazement, both Deans thought I was a teacher. I
accepted the position and was told to become a real estate expert over the
weekend as my first class was on Monday morning. That appointment
changed the direction and focus of my career. That appointment, for the last
33 years, has made me an academic practitioner. For 33 years, as a result of
that appointment, I have taught real estate and sports law courses to thousands
of students.
Chuck Mentkowski always had a great love of athletics, stemming from
his football days at South Division High School, turning down a football
scholarship offer from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Both Chuck and
I loved Marquette basketball and were great friends of Al McGuire, Hank
Raymonds, and Rick Majerus. We were often used as head-on recruiters to
convince bright athletes that Marquette University was not only a place to play
basketball but to eventually attend Law School. His efforts in these areas
helped to make Marquette basketball great, and many of the "stars" were there
because of Marquette Law School and Chuck Mentkowski. I will never forget
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the infamous ride to Chicago to visit with Glen Rivers and his mother. I am
certain that visit and Mentkowski's influence were major reasons why Glen
Rivers chose Marquette University.
In the late '70s and early 1980s, my interests began shifting. Having
taught exclusively real estate courses and engaging in solely a real estate
practice, my interests now began to partially focus on a new area called
"Sports and the Law." A conference that Professor Mentkowski permitted me
to attend on behalf of Marquette allowed me to understand the regulation of
sports agents and the interrelationship between law and sports. This
conference convinced me that sports law would become a burgeoning legal
area in the future and was worthwhile as an academic component of the Law
School curriculum. After attending that conference in Fort Lauderdale in
1982, he worked hard to convince the Law School that it should have its first
sports law course. Unfortunately, sports law at that time did not sound or
appear to be academic so Marquette's first sports law course was called
"Personal Service Contracts." Although the course sounded in the nature of a
law of contracts course, it was Marquette's first sports law course. The course
enjoyed great popularity, and the idea of institutionalizing sports law, making
it a center of activity and specialty at Marquette, became a cause c6lbre of
Professor Mentkowski. Through the diligent and dedicated work of Professor
Chuck Mentkowski and Dean Frank DeGuire, and the generous contributions
of the Milwaukee Brewers, Green Bay Packers, Milwaukee Admirals, Miller
Brewing Company, Milwaukee Bucks, and the Pettit family, the best sports
law program in the country was born at Marquette. With his tireless support, I
founded the National Sports Law Institute at Marquette in 1989. I had the
honor of serving as the Director of the Institute from its inception in 1989 until
1997.
Today, all of Chuck's visions and dreams have come true. A continuously
published Sports Law Journal for which he served as advisor for the last 16
years; multiple courses, including Amateur Sports Law, Sports Industry
Contracts and Negotiations, Professional Sports Law, Sports Law and Society,
Sports Industry Legal and Business Practices, Sports Venues: From Election
Day to Game Day, and Topics in Advanced Legal Research - Sports Law;
multiple internships, including internships with Time Warner, GameBreakers,
LLC, Marquette University Athletic Department, Miller Brewing Company,
the Milwaukee Brewers, the Milwaukee Bucks, Pierski & Gray, ScheerGame
Sports Development, LLC, the University of Wisconsin - Parkside, the
Wisconsin Sports Development Corporation, and the Wisconsin State Fair
Park, to name a few; and talented students who come from all over the United
States to become a part of this elite program. Marquette, through the vision of
Chuck Mentkowski, has become the leader in sports law in this country, and
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without his vision, diligence, and administrative skills, sports law would not
have been a reality at Marquette.
Chuck was a true friend. He stood beside me in good times and in bad.
He truly cared about friends and the well-being of others. He has left a legacy
and, most important, a foundation of teachings in my life, including:
-Never forget where you came from.
-Be humble.
-Don't let your ego lead the way.
-It is not what you have done, it is what you have done for others.
-Differences make all the difference.
-Continued learning is continued growth.
-One must be able to forgive mistakes previously made, as long as
those mistakes don't happen again.
-Ethical behavior is the key to life.
It is easy to remember the legal and academic achievements of my dear
friend and mentor Charles Mentkowski. Those achievements, however, are
not what I will remember about him most. What I will remember is a man
who was willing to take chances in expanding the minds and opportunities of
future Marquette lawyers. I am forever grateful for the chance he took on me.
An entire generation of Marquette lawyers is grateful for the chance he took
on sports law. It is this sense of innovation in legal education that should be
Charles Mentkowski's legacy. Without him, the National Sports Law Institute
may not have risen to prominence around the world and I may not have even
become a Marquette lawyer. How can you possibly say thank you to someone
who had such a tremendous impact?
Martin J. Greenberg (L'7 1)
Adjunct Professor, Marquette University Law School
Member, NSLI Board of Advisors
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A REMEMBRANCE OF CHARLES W. MENTKOWSKI
For more than four decades Charles W. Mentkowski's professional life
revolved around the Marquette University Law School. He loved the
institution and served it well as Associate Dean, Professor, and ultimately
Professor Emeritus. He was proud of his Marquette heritage (Class of 1948)
and proud to be a Marquette Lawyer. The license plate he displayed on his car
- "MU LAW" - said it all.
I owe a special debt of gratitude to Dean Mentkowski. He was the
Associate Dean when I was appointed to the faculty and was instrumental in
the process that lead to my appointment. For this support I shall forever be
indebted to him. I hope that whatever contribution I have made to the life of
the Law School as a member of its faculty lived up to his expectations of me.
It was in his retirement years that I really came to know Dean
Mentkowski. Until his death he regularly reported to the Law School and
occupied an office very close to mine. That proximity furnished us with the
opportunity to have many informal conversations over the course of several
years. Through those discussions I came to admire him as never before as a
man deeply devoted to his family, his community, his profession, and of
course his law school. My colleagues and I shall miss him greatly.
Thomas J. Hammer (L'75)
Associate Professor of Law
HELPING OUT A COLLEAGUE
Since his death Chuck Mentkowski has been widely praised as a man of
compassion and good judgment. I second that judgment. The story that I
want to tell here involves my appointment as Interim Director of the National
Sports Law Institute in 1997.
In the summer of 1997, I was just ending my second year as an untenured
member of the faculty of the Marquette Law School. Because of a
disagreement as to the future direction of the National Sports Law Institute
and the role of sports law in the Marquette curriculum both the Director and
Assistant Director of the Institute abruptly resigned leaving the field of sports
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law at Marquette in disarray. Because I was the only member of the full-time
faculty who had ever expressed an interest in teaching sports law courses, I
was appointed Interim Director of the.NSLI by Dean Howard Eisenberg.
At the beginning of my tenure I was confronted with what seemed at the
time to be a set of nearly insurmountable problems. Our application materials
indicated that we had some sort of sports law program, but the existing sports
law courses had all been taught by the individuals who had just resigned. I
also discovered that the Institute's principle source of funding-an annual
donation from Miller Brewing Company-had apparently been discontinued
after the resignation of the NSLI's previous leadership. Finally, there
appeared to be some fairly complicated intellectual property questions
concerning the ownership of several of the Institute's publications which had
been prepared by the previous director and assistant director.
When I shared these discoveries with Dean Eisenberg, I was told that
these were problems for the Interim Director, not the dean of the law school,
and that I should just do the best that I could. At this point I decided to talk to
Chuck. I knew that Chuck and Frank DeGuire had been instrumental in the
founding of the National Sports Law Institute several years earlier, but in my
two years on the faculty I had not detected any on-going involvement with the
program on his part.
Not surprisingly, Chuck was quite willing to help me work through my
dilemmas. In regard to the curriculum, I told him that my idea was to create a
Sports Law survey course and a research seminar (both of which I would
teach) along with three "workshop"-style courses taught by adjuncts.
However, as confided to him, I was worried that our colleagues on the law
faculty might not be particularly enthusiastic about such a program.
Chuck cut to the quick when he told me that because we were talking
about sports law, some of our colleagues would be opposed to my proposal no
matter what it contained. On the other hand, the vast majority, Chuck
predicted, simply would not care. In other words, I should just stop worrying
and submit my proposal to faculty. His prediction proved quite astute. When
the new sports law curriculum was presented to the faculty, one colleague
raised a general question about the academic merits of sports law but
otherwise the proposal generated no discussion at all and was approved as
though it were a perfectly routine matter.
In regard to the Miller donation, Chuck suggested that he, Dean Eisenberg,
and I should simply go out to the Miller offices and discuss the matter with
Bill Schmus, Miller's Corporate Counsel and a graduate of the Marquette Law
School. The meeting took place and after a meeting which mainly featured
Chuck and Bill reminiscing about Marquette and Dean Eisenberg discussing
how important sports law was to the law school, the annual donation was
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reinstated.
In regard to the intellectual property question, Chuck's advice was quite
savvy: "Don't do anything. Just wait and this will all blow over." My legal
and academic training told me that this was not the way to handle a
complicated legal question, but I decided to follow Chuck's suggestion, and,
of course, he was right. The issue did blow over, and both the former director
and assistant director rejoined the sports law program and remain involved to
this day.
Several years later, when I reminded Chuck of how he had bailed me out
during the first few months of my directorship, he denied that he had done
anything at all and that I deserved all the credit for "saving the program."
That was so perfectly Chuck.
The Sports Law Institute and the Marquette University Law School owe
Chuck a debt of gratitude that could never be repaid. Of course, repayment
was not something that Chuck would have expected or even wanted.
J. Gordon Hylton
Professor of Law
Member, NSLI Board of Advisors
CHARLES MENTKOWSKI: A LIVING PART OF THE LAW SCHOOL
I met Chuck when he joined the Law School as Assistant Dean in
February, 1967, just six months after I was hired. I liked him immediately.
Everyone liked him. He had a fine sense of humor and he was always ready to
work with you on any Law School problem you brought to him. Back then he
had a sharp neat crew cut. His thick elegant moustache would appear a few
years later.
In 1967 Chuck contributed a chapter, "Juvenile Court Practice in
Wisconsin," in Legal Counseling for the Indigent, which I edited. It was
published by the Institute on Poverty and the Law, an OEO program. In his
section on the philosophy of juvenile law practice, Chuck said, "The question
is not what should be done to a child but what can be donefor him." This was
Chuck's same philosophy in his warm and understanding relationship with
every Marquette Law student whom ever came into his office. There were
many and they came frequently. Each one of them left his office with a deep
and lasting respect for the man.
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No one has ever had greater dedication to the Marquette Law School than
Dean Charles Mentkowski. No one will ever match his abiding determination
to make the Law School great.
He remains a living part of what the Law School is today.
Ramon A. Klitzke
Professor Emeritus - Law
MENTKOWSKI OF MILWAUKEE
Associate Dean Charles W. Mentkowski would look at the hundred
students in his domestic relations class and see a world of relationships. He
would see, in a name or a face, the daughters and sons and brothers and sisters
and nieces and nephews of the Marquette family and the Milwaukee
community. He was certain of the goodness of these connections, the inherent
value of these families, and the richness of the communities they comprised.
Charles valued relationships, in families and communities.
He was an unlikely law professor, in some ways. He was a neighborhood
lawyer, engaged in local politics, and still connected to each of the many
social networks of his long and active Milwaukee life. He was a populist, a
grass roots guy with the sort of connections that would impress a Tip O'Neill
or a Henry Meier. He was a paradigm of the Marquette lawyers who built
Milwaukee's neighborhoods, one real estate closing or partnership agreement
or estate plan at a time. And like many Marquette lawyers, he was drawn to a
broader policy vision, playing an important regional and national role on
causes such as increased diversity among law enforcement officers and
advances in judicial education.
And Charles Mentkowski came back to Marquette, as Associate Dean
and Professor, to build on that part of the Law School's legacy most dear to
him. For Charles, that meant strong connections at every level with the people
of Milwaukee, leadership in the Wisconsin legal community, and an education
that emphasized the personal, the practical, and the professional. And of
course it meant teaching domestic relations and juvenile law, the law most
directly addressed to families and children. And as he read the class roll, he
would ask whether this student was related to that Marquette lawyer and
whether that student grew up near a particular Milwaukee intersection,
because he recognized the name and he was always ready to make a
connection.
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Dean Mentkowski was the glue, the connection among individuals that
makes a community, or in Charles's case quite a number of communities,
including, of course, the community that coalesces around the Law School's
National Sports Law Institute.
Michael K. McChrystal (L'75)
Professor of Law
IN APPRECIATION OF PROFESSOR MENTKOWSKI'S GUIDANCE
I met Professor Charles Mentkowski for the first time, in October 1998,
while interviewing at the Law School for my current position. At that time,
Chuck was Chairperson of the National Sports Law Institute's Board of
Advisors, and he was patiently waiting for me to begin my first interview of
the day. As usual, he was impeccably attired. Chuck's love for Marquette
University, the Law School, and our Sports Law Program, as well as his strong
desire to advance the best interests of these educational endeavors, were
clearly evident. Chuck eyed me cautiously and asked some probing (yet
friendly) questions, while carefully considering whether I was the right person
to lead the NSLI. Apparently I met with his approval because I was ultimately
hired.
Chuck warmly welcomed me when I joined the Law School faculty in
August, 1999. Periodically he would visit my office to offer suggestions
regarding how to improve our Sports Law Program or the NSLI. Chuck
always offered me encouragement and was readily available when I needed his
advice and guidance. Always fulfilling his role as educator, Chuck taught me
something new whenever we interacted. He was a man of integrity and
principle, with strong convictions. In recognition of Chuck's many and
significant contributions to the development of our Sports Law Program and
the NSLI, we honored him with our Joseph E. O'Neill Award in April 2001.
Although Chuck has left us, his spirit still burns brightly within our
nationally recognized Sports Law Program and the NSLI. I will miss him.
Matthew J. Mitten
Professor of Law and Director,
National Sports Law Institute
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SHOULDER TO SHOULDER SOUTHSIDE HIGH
My first major opportunity to speak to the Marquette University Law
School community was the annual Boden Lecture, which I delivered in the fall
of 1998. Chuck Mentkowski approached me at the reception following the
lecture and said in a gruff voice, "I hear you went to South Division." I was
surprised by the comment but admitted that I had in fact attended Milwaukee's
South Division High School in the late-1960s. "Well," Chuck said with a big
smile, "it's about time we got another guy from South on this faculty."
I subsequently learned that Chuck himself had graduated from South
Division in 1940, more than a generation before me. The school in Chuck's
era and, to a declining extent, in my own era as well was the special home in
the Milwaukee Public Schools for working-class, ethnic kids from south of the
Valley. Few had parents who had attended college, and many harbored
dreams of upward mobility and a better life. Chuck fit the profile and
understood the vehicle that South Division High School could be for its
students. In later years, he enthusiastically served as President of the South
Division Old Timers, an alumni organization for the high school. At the Old
Timers' monthly luncheon he greeted everyone warmly, usually delivered a
"groaner" joke or two, and - most importantly - embodied the energy and
imagination of South Division High School's graduates.
I am saddened by Chuck's passing and miss his boundless good spirit in
the third-floor hallways of Sensenbrenner, but I also thank him for welcoming
me to the Marquette University faculty and for reminding me of the southside
community from which I came. Marquette University benefited tremendously
from Chuck Mentkowski's many years of service, and, more abstractly, he
epitomized the type of hard-working, directed citizen on whom the late-
industrial United States placed its smartest bets for the future. Let me clear
my throat, stand up tall, and sing for him one more time: "Let's go now boys,
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CHARLES MENTKOWSKI, TEACHER, COLLEAGUE AND FRIEND
At the time I first met Chuck I was a student at Marquette Law School. He
was Dean Mentkowski and like so many first year students, I hesitated to even
approach him. If I had a question I often sought advice from other African
American students. However, on one occasion a third year student assured me
that I could approach Dean Mentkowski if I had a problem or concern. The
word spread among the Black students that Dean Mentkowski was our
problem solver. When I went to Dean Mentkowski for assistance I was
immediately comforted by his approach. He quietly assured me that he would
take care of the problem. Later I joined the faculty and I got to know Chuck
as a colleague. He was still Associate Dean and again he was my problem
solver. Over the years our friendship grew as Chuck not only offered advice
but the type of support and assurance that a new professor needs at times
during her career. Chuck always listened with compassion and acted with
decisiveness. I will remember him as my teacher, colleague and friend.
Phoebe Williams (L'81)
Associate Professor of Law
Member, NSLI Board of Advisors
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